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College/Unit 
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Project  
Director 
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Amount 
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Academic and Student Affairs 
HS Adler Public Service NE Dept of Health & Human Services CDC $2,700.00 
PACH Clancy Other US Dept of Education  $313,272.00 
REC Medina Other National Shooting Sports Foundation  $7,500.00 
SLA Oleson Lyons Public Service State Farm Insurance Companies  $2,000.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $209,382.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $547,497.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $61,658.00 
    Subtotal $1,144,009.00 
    Adjustments ($197,862.33) 
    Total $946,146.67 
 
Business and Finance 
CCC Hove Public Service US Dept of Education  $68,573.00 
    Total $68,573.00 
 
College of Arts and Sciences 
BIOL Bragg Public Service NE Environmental Trust  $390,000.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research NE Academy of Sciences  $2,000.00 
BIOL Kolok Basic Research NSF  $1,999.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research Papio-Missouri River Natural Resources 
District 
 $20,000.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research UNL USGS $20,000.00 
BIOL Lu Basic Research NSF  $41,554.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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BIOL Lu Applied Research UNL USDA $49,983.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research UNMC NIH $65,408.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research UNMC NIH $41,000.00 
BIOL Wolfenbarger Applied Research US Fish & Wildlife Service  $54,268.00 
FL Garcia Public Service NE Humanities Council  $1,469.00 
FL Gascoigne Instruction Government of Quebec  $3,800.00 
GEO Bishop Basic Research University of Arizona NASA $20,000.00 
MATH Heidel Public Service Building Bright Futures  $72,170.00 
MATH Heidel Instruction Metropolitan Community College  $595.00 
MATH Heidel Instruction Metropolitan Community College  $45,900.00 
MATH Hodge Public Service American Institute of Mathematics  $1,500.00 
MATH Hodge Applied Research Coordinating Commission for Post-Secondary 
Education 
US Dept of 
Education 
$69,802.00 
MATH Matthews Public Service Building Bright Futures  $224,034.00 
MATH Rogers Applied Research UNMC NIH $64,327.00 
OLLAS Gouveia Applied Research Iowa West Foundation  $35,000.00 
PHYS Mei Basic Research UNL NSF $13,302.00 
PHYS O'Brien Public Service Abbott Charitable Foundation, Ethel S  $6,248.00 
PHYS O'Brien Public Service Midlands Community Foundation  $3,840.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research UNL NSF $18,632.00 
PSCI Benjamin-Alvarado Instruction UNL US Dept of 
Defense 
$93,420.00 
PSYC French Basic Research NIH  $190,824.00 
PSYC McKevitt Applied Research Society for the Study of School Psychology  $12,952.00 
PSYC Thomas Public Service City of Lincoln  $3,355.00 
    Subtotal $1,567,382.00 
    Adjustments ($25,707.52) 
    Total $1,541,674.48 
 
College of Business Administration 
ECON Diamond Instruction Charles G. Koch Foundation  $10,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service NE Dept of Economic Development NIST $250,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $41,363.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $521,413.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $35,295.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $100,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $88,220.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $142,857.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $200,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $625,000.00 
NBDC Yoder Public Service NE Academy of Sciences  $3,000.00 
NBDC Yoder Applied Research US EPA  $115,000.00 
    Total $2,132,148.00 
 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media 
ART Hofschire Instruction Iowa West Foundation  $8,000.00 
ART Hofschire Instruction NE Arts Council NEA $30,000.00 
ART Hofschire Instruction NE Arts Council  $25,000.00 
KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Corporation for Public Broadcasting  $12,405.00 
KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Giger Foundation, Paul & Oscar  $5,124.00 
KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Whitmore Charitable Trust  $4,000.00 
KVNO Hilt Public Service Corporation for Public Broadcasting  $122,009.00 
MUS Baguyos Public Service NE Arts Council NEA $500.00 
MUS Madsen Public Service NE Arts Council NEA $4,453.00 
MUS Madsen Instruction NE Arts Council NEA $1,800.00 
UNOTV Hilt Public Service UNL  $71,245.00 
    Subtotal $284,536.00 
    Adjustments ($12,405.00) 
    Total $272,131.00 
 
College of Education 
DEAN Edick Public Service Nebraska Children and Families Foundation US Dept of 
Education 
$27,232.00 
DEAN Edick Public Service Peter Kiewit Foundation  $500.00 
HPER Blanke Applied Research American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance 
 $3,000.00 
HPER Coleman Public Service NE Dept of Health & Human Services CDC $1,500.00 
HPER Coleman Applied Research UNMC CDC $13,000.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $2,525.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $8,850.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $965.00 
HPER Huberty Public Service Douglas County CDC $3,054.00 
HPER Huberty Public Service Douglas County CDC $13,000.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research Douglas County CDC $28,000.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research Women's Sports Foundation  $55,833.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research Sport Specifics, Inc.  $1,734.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research University of Montana US Dept of 
Defense 
$221,940.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research American Society of Biomechanics  $2,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research EPSCoR / NASA  $675,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research UNMC NIH $163,641.00 
SPED Friehe Instruction Sertoma International  $425.00 
TED Edwards Instruction Coordinating Commission for Post-Secondary 
Education 
US Dept of 
Education 
$20,286.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research Central Community College NSF $29,936.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research UNL US Dept of 
Education 
$13,829.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research UNL NSF $19,999.00 
TED Kratt Instruction Illinois State University US Library of 
Congress 
$3,000.00 
TED McWilliams Public Service NE Arts Council  $8,388.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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TED Mitchell Public Service Girls, Inc.  $38,556.00 
    Subtotal $1,356,193.00 
    Adjustments ($2,520.00) 
    Total $1,353,673.00 
 
College of Information Science and Technology 
CCS Derrick Applied Research University of Arizona US DHS $25,000.00 
SI2 Derrick Applied Research University of Arizona US DHS $25,000.00 
CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $42,320.00 
CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $58,000.00 
CS Ali Applied Research UNMC NIH $106,820.00 
CS Bastola Basic Research UNMC NIH $64,327.00 
CS Dasgupta Applied Research EPSCoR / NASA  $685,250.00 
CS Subramaniam Basic Research UNL NSF $84,000.00 
CS Winter Applied Research Sandia National Labs US Dept of 
Energy 
$160,000.00 
CS Youn Instruction NSF  $109,499.00 
CS Zhu Basic Research NSF  $449,775.00 
ISQA Khazanchi Applied Research UNMC NIH $27,877.00 
ISQA Khazanchi Instruction US Dept of Education  $84,911.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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ISQA Petter Public Service National Center for Women & Information 
Technology (NCWIT) 
 $2,000.00 
ISQA Wolcott Public Service Iowa West Foundation  $38,601.00 
SI2 Fruhling Public Service UNMC US DHHS $41,000.00 
SI2 Gandhi Applied Research NIST  $245,883.00 
SI2 Pauley Basic Research NSF  $567,529.00 
    Subtotal $2,817,792.00 
    Adjustments ($4,533.00) 
    Total $2,813,259.00 
 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
AVI Lucas Public Service NE Dept of Education NASA $49,152.00 
AVI Lucas Public Service UNL US Dept of 
Education 
$9,950.00 
AVI Tarry Applied Research EPSCoR / NASA  $75,000.00 
AVI Tarry Basic Research EPSCoR / NASA  $50,000.00 
AVI Tarry Applied Research EPSCoR / NASA  $64,750.00 
AVI Tarry Public Service NASA  $575,000.00 
AVI Tarry Public Service NASA  $215,000.00 
CJUS Batton Public Service NE Dept of Health & Human Services  $76,800.00 
CJUS Hobbs Basic Research NE Commission on Law Enforcement & 
Criminal Justice 
US DOJ $84,040.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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CJUS Hobbs Basic Research NE Commission on Law Enforcement & 
Criminal Justice 
US DOJ $182,815.00 
CJUS Simi Basic Research Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation  $36,080.00 
DEAN Reed Public Service Building Bright Futures  $73,101.36 
DEAN Woods Public Service Building Bright Futures  $311,935.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Building Bright Futures  $166,708.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care for the 
Homeless 
 $207,385.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Neighborhood Center  $30,000.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Project Interfaith  $162,709.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Project Interfaith  $175,007.00 
GDRH Romero Public Service Autism Action Partnership  $25,177.00 
GDRH Romero Public Service Autism Action Partnership  $1,300.00 
PA Eikenberry Instruction Learning by Giving Foundation  $30,000.00 
    Subtotal $2,601,909.36 
    Adjustments ($19,225.68) 
    Total $2,582,683.68 
 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
ATH Oatman Public Service College World Series of Omaha, Inc.  $20,000.00 
ATH Oatman Public Service Douglas County  $24,000.00 
UNO FY2012 External Awards 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of 
Pass Through 
Amount 
Awarded 
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    Total $44,000.00 
 
International Studies and Programs 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service Japan Foundation  $29,861.00 
    Total $29,861.00 
 
Library 
DEAN Maring Public Service NE Arts Council NEA $1,500.00 
DEAN Maring Public Service NE Humanities Council  $1,500.00 
    Total $3,000.00 
      
      
      
   Grand Subtotal $12,049,403.36 
   Total Adjustments ($262,253.53) 
   Grand Total $11,787,149.83 
 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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Academic and Student Affairs 
HS Adler Public Service NE Dept of Health & Human Services CDC $6,000.00 
PACH Clancy Other US Dept of Education  $313,272.00 
REC Medina Other National Shooting Sports Foundation  $7,500.00 
SLA Oleson Lyons Public Service State Farm Insurance Companies  $2,000.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $272,367.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $61,658.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $50,000.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $443,456.00 
SLA Sather Public Service Building Bright Futures  $209,382.00 
    Subtotal $1,365,635.00 
 
Business and Finance 
CCC Hove Public Service US Dept of Education  $68,573.00 
    Subtotal $68,573.00 
 
College of Arts and Sciences 
BIOL Bragg Public Service NE Environmental Trust  $1,265,000.00 
BIOL Bragg Instruction Omaha Community Foundation  $9,535.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  $100,000.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research UNL Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation 
$33,000.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research UNMC Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation 
$33,000.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research Minnesota Herpetological Society  $1,450.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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BIOL Davis Basic Research NE Academy of Sciences  $2,000.00 
BIOL Davis Basic Research NE Academy of Sciences  $2,000.00 
BIOL Geluso Basic Research New Mexico Department of Game and 
Fish 
US Fish and Wildlife 
Service 
$8,307.00 
BIOL Kolok Basic Research NSF  $1,999.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research Papio-Missouri River Natural 
Resources District 
 $20,000.00 
BIOL Kolok Basic Research UNL USDA $176,510.00 
BIOL Kolok Basic Research UNL NSF $100,109.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research UNL USGS $20,000.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research UNL USGS $20,000.00 
BIOL Kolok Applied Research US EPA  $59,939.00 
BIOL Lu Basic Research NSF  $1,035,826.00 
BIOL Lu Basic Research NSF  $41,554.00 
BIOL Lu Applied Research UNL USDA $49,983.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  $100,000.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research UNMC NIH $41,000.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research UNMC NIH $302,383.00 
BIOL Tapprich Basic Research UNMC NIH $65,408.00 
BIOL White Basic Research US Fish & Wildlife Service  $7,900.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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BIOL Wilson Basic Research American-Scandinavian Foundation  $18,000.00 
CCS Reiter-Palmon Applied Research IBM Center for The Business of 
Government 
 $20,000.00 
CHEM Darr Basic Research Research Corporation  $35,000.00 
CHEM Gift Applied Research Tighe Biodiesel NE Dept of Econ Dev $11,582.00 
CHEM Zhong Basic Research NSF  $199,918.00 
CHEM Zhong Basic Research Uniting Against Lung Cancer  $100,000.00 
FL Cliver Instruction German Academic Exchange Service 
(DAAD) 
 $14,862.00 
FL Garcia Public Service NE Humanities Council  $1,500.00 
FL Gascoigne Instruction Government of Quebec  $3,800.00 
FL Saalfeld Public Service NE Humanities Council  $200.00 
GEO Maher Basic Research NSF  $359,729.00 
GEO Maher Basic Research NSF  $198,063.00 
MATH Baccouch Applied Research Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University 
NSF $50,928.00 
MATH Heidel Public Service Building Bright Futures  $72,170.00 
MATH Heidel Instruction Metropolitan Community College  $45,900.00 
MATH Helikar Basic Research NIH  $1,677,527.00 
MATH Helikar Basic Research NSF  $1,664,128.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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MATH Hodge Public Service American Institute of Mathematics  $1,500.00 
MATH Hodge Applied Research Coordinating Commission for 
Post-Secondary Education 
US Dept of Education $79,845.00 
MATH Hodge Instruction NSF  $349,990.00 
MATH Matache Basic Research NIH  $552,446.00 
MATH Matthews Public Service Building Bright Futures US Dept of Education $1,201,283.00 
MATH Matthews Public Service Building Bright Futures  $112,107.00 
MATH Matthews Public Service Building Bright Futures  $224,034.00 
MATH Rogers Applied Research UNMC NIH $63,000.00 
MSLC Richter-Egger Applied Research NSF  $999,485.00 
PHYS Mei Basic Research UNL NSF $13,302.00 
PHYS Mei Applied Research UNL US Department of 
Energy 
$620,000.00 
PHYS O'Brien Public Service Abbott Charitable Foundation, Ethel S  $6,248.00 
PHYS O'Brien Public Service Midlands Community Foundation  $3,840.00 
PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research UNL NSF $18,632.00 
PHYS Sabirianov Basic Research UNL NSF $64,920.00 
PSCI Benjamin-Alvarado Instruction University of Maryland  $50,530.00 
PSCI Benjamin-Alvarado Instruction UNL US Department of 
Defense 
$93,420.00 
PSCI Kilinc Basic Research US Institute of Peace  $119,809.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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PSYC Cortese Basic Research Creighton University NIH $87,472.00 
PSYC French Basic Research Michigan State University NSF $3,525.00 
PSYC French Basic Research NIH  $190,824.00 
PSYC French Basic Research NSF  $89,186.00 
PSYC French Basic Research UNMC NE EPSCoR $49,558.00 
PSYC Harrison Applied Research UNL NSF $418,005.00 
PSYC Reiter-Palmon Applied Research UNMC DHHS / AHRQ $116,026.00 
PSYC Santo Basic Research EPSCoR NSF $20,000.00 
PSYC Santo Basic Research Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation  $84,152.00 
PSYC Thomas Public Service City of Lincoln  $7,562.00 
PSYC Thomas Public Service City of Lincoln  $3,355.00 
    Subtotal $13,614,266.00 
 
College of Business Administration 
ACCT Armitage Applied Research National Association of State Boards of 
Accountancy (NASBA) 
 $11,500.00 
CCS Ligon Applied Research IBM Center for The Business of 
Government 
 $20,000.00 
CCS Ligon Basic Research University of Maryland US DHS $106,250.00 
ECON Diamond Instruction Charles G. Koch Foundation  $10,000.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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ECON Diamond Basic Research Institute for New Economic Thinking 
(INET) 
 $37,698.00 
FBNL Shultz Applied Research US Dept of Defense / Army Corps of 
Engineers 
 $103,188.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service NE Dept of Economic Development NIST $250,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $566,708.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $41,363.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US Dept of Defense / DLA  $35,295.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $627,776.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $55,444.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $200,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $100,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $150,000.00 
NBDC Bernier Public Service US SBA  $142,857.00 
NBDC Miskec Public Service NE Dept of Environmental Quality  $90,000.00 
NBDC Yoder Public Service NE Academy of Sciences  $3,000.00 
NBDC Yoder Applied Research NE Environmental Trust  $289,082.00 
NBDC Yoder Public Service US Dept of Agriculture  $149,483.00 
    Subtotal $2,989,644.00 
 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media 
ART Hofschire Instruction Iowa West Foundation  $16,000.00 
ART Hofschire Instruction NE Arts Council  $25,000.00 
KVNO Franklin Public Service Omaha Community Foundation  $18,900.00 
KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Giger Foundation, Paul & Oscar  $5,124.00 
KVNO Hellbusch Public Service Whitmore Charitable Trust  $4,000.00 
KVNO Hilt Public Service Corporation for Public Broadcasting  $122,009.00 
MUS Madsen Instruction NE Arts Council NEA $1,800.00 
MUS Madsen Public Service NE Arts Council NEA $7,500.00 
UNOTV Hilt Public Service UNL  $71,245.00 
    Subtotal $271,578.00 
 
College of Education 
DEAN Edick Public Service Nebraska Children and Families 
Foundation 
US Dept of Education $27,232.00 
DEAN Edick Public Service Peter Kiewit Foundation  $500.00 
HPER Blanke Applied Research American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance 
 $3,000.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research UNMC NIH $1,158,685.00 
HPER Coleman Applied Research UNMC CDC $13,000.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $965.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $2,525.00 
HPER Coleman Basic Research Women's Center for Advancement  $8,938.00 
HPER Huberty Public Service Douglas County CDC $3,054.00 
HPER Huberty Public Service Douglas County CDC $13,000.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research NIH  $400,280.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research NIH  $356,481.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research NIH  $406,436.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research South Carolina Research Foundation NIH $29,949.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
Request Type Sponsor Source of Pass 
Through 
Amount 
Requested 
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HPER Huberty Applied Research UNMC  $46,722.00 
HPER Huberty Applied Research UNMC  $49,922.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research UNMC  $49,114.00 
HPER Huberty Basic Research Women's Sports Foundation  $55,833.00 
HPER Mukherjee Applied Research NIH  $391,207.00 
HPER Mukherjee Applied Research US Dept of Education  $600,000.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance 
 $7,500.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research EPSCoR NSF $20,000.00 
HPER Myers Student 
Aid/Traineeship 
Force and Motion Foundation  $10,000.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research NASA  $600,000.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research NE Academy of Sciences  $2,000.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research UNL NIH $961,873.00 
HPER Myers Applied Research UNL NSF $300,000.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research US Dept of Defense / Air Force  $1,202,364.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research EPSCoR NSF $17,008.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research Gatorade Sport Science Institute  $2,900.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research Gatorade Sport Science Institute  $2,220.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research Gatorade Sport Science Institute  $2,270.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research Sport Specifics, Inc.  $1,734.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research University of Montana US Dept of Defense $221,940.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research US Dept of Defense / Air Force  $305,340.00 
HPER Slivka Applied Research US Dept of Defense / Air Force  $298,241.00 
HPER Stacy Applied Research NE Dept of Health & Human Services  $18,600.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research American Heart Assn  $4,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research American Heart Assn  $52,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research American Society of Biomechanics  $2,000.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
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HPER Stergiou Applied Research Creighton University  $21,500.00 
HPER Stergiou Student 
Aid/Traineeship 
Force and Motion Foundation  $10,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Student 
Aid/Traineeship 
Force and Motion Foundation  $10,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Student 
Aid/Traineeship 
Force and Motion Foundation  $10,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NIH  $845,987.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NIH  $564,641.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NIH  $86,423.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NIH  $576,540.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NIH  $1,280,795.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NSF  $697,203.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NSF  $935,317.00 
HPER Stergiou Basic Research NSF  $233,367.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research NSF  $799,642.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research UNMC NIH $163,641.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research UNMC  $180,000.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research UNMC NIH $17,595.00 
HPER Stergiou Applied Research US Dept of Education  $600,000.00 
SPED Friehe Instruction Sertoma International  $425.00 
SPED Hagaman Applied Research Penn State University Institute of Education 
Sciences (US Dept of 
Education) 
$305,811.00 
TED Edwards Instruction Coordinating Commission for 
Post-Secondary Education 
US Dept of Education $20,286.00 
TED Edwards Instruction Coordinating Commission for 
Post-Secondary Education 
US Dept of Education $154,491.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research Central Community College NSF $29,936.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
College/Unit 
Department 
Project  
Director 
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TED Grandgenett Applied Research NSF  $7,999,911.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research UNL US Dept of Education $19,879.00 
TED Grandgenett Applied Research UNL NSF $19,999.00 
TED Kratt Instruction Illinois State University US Library of Congress $3,000.00 
TED Kuhlman Instruction National Writing Project US Dept of Education $20,000.00 
TED McWilliams Public Service NE Arts Council  $13,445.00 
TED Mitchell Public Service Girls, Inc.  $38,556.00 
    Subtotal $23,307,223.00 
 
College of Information Science and Technology 
CCS de Vreede Basic Research CIGREF Foundation  $26,600.00 
CCS de Vreede Applied Research IBM Center for The Business of 
Government 
 $20,000.00 
CCS de Vreede Applied Research Metropolitan Area Planning Agency US HUD $59,659.00 
CCS de Vreede Applied Research NSF  $398,080.00 
CCS de Vreede Basic Research Project Management Institute  $48,000.00 
CCS Derrick Applied Research University of Arizona US Dept of Homeland 
Security 
$25,000.00 
CCS Derrick Applied Research University of Arizona US Dept of Homeland 
Security 
$25,000.00 
CS Ali Basic Research Creighton University NIH $350,000.00 
CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $260,607.00 
CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $42,320.00 
CS Ali Applied Research UNMC NIH $109,000.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
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CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $180,865.00 
CS Ali Basic Research UNMC NIH $58,000.00 
CS Bastola Basic Research UNMC NIH $63,000.00 
CS Bhowmick Basic Research NSF  $455,654.00 
CS Bhowmick Basic Research NSF  $248,652.00 
CS Dasgupta Applied Research EPSCoR / NASA  $685,250.00 
CS Siy Public Service Google  $13,120.00 
CS Subramaniam Basic Research NSF  $85,000.00 
CS Subramaniam Basic Research UNL NSF $89,928.00 
CS Subramaniam Basic Research UNL NSF $150,922.00 
CS Winter Applied Research Sandia National Labs US Dept of Energy $160,000.00 
CS Youn Applied Research US Dept of Defense / Army  $800,361.00 
CS Zhu Basic Research NSF  $486,048.00 
CS Zhu Basic Research NSF  $281,037.00 
CS Zhu Basic Research Technical Support, Inc. US Dept of Defense $39,890.00 
CS Zhu Applied Research Technical Support, Inc. US Dept of Defense $50,000.00 
ISQA Khazanchi Applied Research UNMC NIH $27,877.00 
ISQA Khazanchi Basic Research UNMC NIH $595,261.00 
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ISQA Khazanchi Instruction US Dept of Education  $84,911.00 
ISQA Petter Public Service National Center for Women & 
Information Technology (NCWIT) 
 $2,000.00 
ISQA Petter Public Service Northrop Grumman Foundation  $4,000.00 
ISQA Qureshi Applied Research NSF  $369,564.00 
ISQA Wolcott Public Service AIM Institute Iowa West Foundation $21,653.00 
SI2 Gandhi Basic Research NSF  $473,244.00 
SI2 Bastola Basic Research UNMC US Dept of Defense $29,469.00 
SI2 Bastola Basic Research UNMC NIH $398,058.00 
SI2 Derrick Development Omaha Healthy Kids Alliance  $37,205.00 
SI2 Derrick Basic Research University of Arizona US DHS $100,000.00 
SI2 Derrick Basic Research University of Arizona US DHS $25,000.00 
SI2 Derrick Basic Research US Air Force Institute of Technology AFOSR $144,983.00 
SI2 Derrick Basic Research US Dept of Defense / Air Force  $359,316.00 
SI2 Fruhling Public Service Administrative Office of the Courts, 
State of NE 
NIJ/BJA $605,828.00 
SI2 Fruhling Applied Research Metropolitan Area Planning Agency US HUD $200,000.00 
SI2 Fruhling Applied Research NE Commission on Law Enforcement 
& Criminal Justice 
US Dept of Justice $35,000.00 
SI2 Fruhling Public Service UNMC US DHHS $41,000.00 
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SI2 Fruhling Development UNMC US DHHS $41,000.00 
SI2 Fruhling Applied Research UNMC AHRQ $650,000.00 
SI2 Gandhi Basic Research Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
(AFOSR) 
 $1,462,770.00 
SI2 Gandhi Applied Research NIST  $245,883.00 
SI2 Gandhi Basic Research NSF  $155,439.00 
SI2 Gandhi Instruction US Dept of Homeland Security  $748,042.00 
SI2 Mahoney Applied Research Technical Support, Inc. US Dept of Defense $50,000.00 
SI2 Parakh Basic Research EPSCoR NSF $18,862.00 
    Subtotal $12,138,358.00 
 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
AVI Lucas Public Service NE Dept of Education NASA $65,645.00 
AVI Lucas Public Service UNL US Dept of Education $11,500.00 
AVI Tarry Basic Research EPSCoR / NASA  $50,000.00 
AVI Tarry Public Service NASA  $215,000.00 
AVI Tarry Public Service NASA  $575,000.00 
CJUS Batton Public Service NE Dept of Health & Human Services  $76,800.00 
CJUS Hobbs Basic Research NE Commission on Law Enforcement 
& Criminal Justice 
OJJDP $84,040.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
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CJUS Hobbs Applied Research Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency 
Prevention 
 $441,159.00 
CJUS Hughes Basic Research Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research 
Fdn 
 $113,287.00 
CJUS Hughes Basic Research NIH  $395,364.00 
CJUS Robinson Applied Research NE Commission on Law Enforcement 
& Criminal Justice 
US Dept of Justice $25,000.00 
CJUS Simi Basic Research Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation  $36,080.00 
CJUS Spohn Applied Research Administrative Office of the Courts, 
State of NE 
NIJ/BJA $199,757.00 
CPAR Deichert Applied Research Omaha Public Library IMLS $47,066.00 
DEAN Reed Public Service Building Bright Futures  $73,101.36 
DEAN Woods Public Service Building Bright Futures  $323,320.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Building Bright Futures  $189,815.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Building Bright Futures  $166,708.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care 
for the Homeless 
 $207,385.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Neighborhood Center  $30,000.00 
DEAN Woods Public Service Project Interfaith  $162,709.00 
GDRH Romero Public Service Autism Action Partnership  $25,177.00 
GDRH Romero Public Service Autism Action Partnership  $1,300.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
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GERO Kelly Public Service UNL US Administration on 
Aging 
$48,845.00 
GERO Kosloski Basic Research University of South Florida NIH $150,034.00 
PA Eikenberry Instruction Learning by Giving Foundation  $30,000.00 
PA Hoflund Applied Research UNMC USDA $105,093.00 
    Subtotal $3,833,013.68 
 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
ATH Oatman Public Service College World Series of Omaha, Inc.  $30,000.00 
ATH Oatman Public Service Douglas County  $25,000.00 
    Subtotal $55,000.00 
 
International Studies and Programs 
DEAN Gouttierre Instruction Chemonics International Consulting 
Division 
US AID $207,253.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service Japan Foundation  $30,761.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
 $72,750.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
 $39,684.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service NSF  $443,079.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Instruction US AID  $499,724.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Instruction US AID  $583,786.00 
UNO FY2012 External Submissions 
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DEAN Gouttierre Public Service US Dept of Agriculture  $18,027,601.00 
DEAN Gouttierre Public Service US Institute of Peace  $134,668.00 
    Subtotal $20,039,306.00 
Library 
DEAN Maring Public Service NE Arts Council NEA $2,000.00 
DEAN Maring Public Service NE Humanities Council  $1,500.00 
    Subtotal $3,500.00 
    
Grand Total External Submissions 
 
$77,686,096.68 
 
UNO FY 2012 Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) Submissions 
College/Unit 
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Research Project Proposals 
 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Biology Alan Kolok Paul Davis 
Ann Fruhling 
Craig Allen  
 
NRI The Perfect Storm: Information 
technology, scientific innovation, and 
student-centric research as drivers in 
STEM education 
$100,000  
Biology Bruce Chase  Rodrigo Franco-Cruz UNL Biomarkers of Environmental Stress 
and Oxidative Damage in Human 
Disease 
$153,550  
Biology P. Roxanne Steele Kiran Bastola  NRI Plant genetic biodiversity assessment 
using massively parallel sequencing 
$100,000  
Biology Paul Davis  Tadeusz Wysocki UNL Non-viral Transfection of the parasite 
Toxoplasma gondii 
$52,208  
Chemistry James Hagen Douglas Stack Jonathan Vennerstrom NRI Small Inhibitors for Botulinum Toxin $100,000  
Chemistry Richard Lomneth  Haorong Li UNL A fast and economic biogas production 
technology development using biomass 
wastes from biofuel plants in Nebraska 
$8,578  
Physics Renat Sabirianov  Fereydoon Namavar UNMC From simulation to design of 
nanostructured coating to enhance bone 
growth and reduce infection 
$10,332  
Physics Wai-Ning Mei  Axel Enders UNL Routes to engineering better 
Low-Power Pyroelectric Devices 
$22,743  
Psychology Jeffrey French  Robert Norgren UNMC Genomics of marmosets for studies of 
primate evolution 
$17,100  
UNO FY 2012 Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) Submissions 
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Psychology Roni Reiter-Palmon  Katherine Jones UNMC Using teamwork to decrease the risk of 
falls in Nebraska's rural hospitals 
$60,117  
Sociology Jay Irwin Jason Coleman Christopher Fisher NRI LGBT Health Disparities: Quantifying 
the Health Experiences of LGBT People 
Using National Data 
$77,531  
     Subtotal  $702,159  
 
College of Education 
HPER Daniel Blanke Nick Stergiou 
Sara Myers 
Melanie McGrath 
Dora Matache 
Julie Masters 
Gary Moore 
Ka-Chun Siu 
Iraklis Pipinos 
Carl Nelson 
Pierre Fayad 
NRI Bioengineering a Medical Device for 
Prognosis and Diagnosis of Balance 
Related Disorders 
$100,000  
HPER Jennifer Huberty Gerardus J de Vreede Ann Berger 
Kerry Rodabaugh 
Nancy Waltman 
NRI A Fit Minded Approach:  Can a book 
club improve physical activity 
participation in female cancer survivors? 
$100,000  
HPER Sara Myers Julie Masters 
Jack Heidel 
Nick Stergiou 
Stephen Rennard 
Jason Johanning 
Iraklis Pipinos 
Carl Nelson 
Daniel Ferris 
NRI Bioengineering an Ankle Foot-Orthosis 
to Improve Mobility  
$100,000  
HPER Dustin Slivka Alan Kolok Iraklis Pipinos NRI Effect of Local Muscle Temperature on 
Exercised Induced Mitochondrial 
Biogenesis 
$100,000  
HPER Nick Stergiou Sara Myers 
Jennifer Huberty 
Jason Johanning 
Iraklis Pipinos 
Carl Nelson 
UNMC Telehealth Exercise Supervision in 
Peripheral Arterial Disease Through 
Smartphone Technology 
$46,546  
UNO FY 2012 Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) Submissions 
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HPER Nick Stergiou  Ka-Chun (Joseph) Siu UNMC Standalone Integrated Manipulator for 
Portable Learning and surgical Education 
(SIMPLE) trainer 
$2,000  
Teacher 
Education 
Neal Grandgenett Neal Topp 
Deepak Khazanchi 
Robert Shuster 
Dana Richter-Egger 
Brad Barker NRI Project MATTERS: Mobile Applications 
Transforming Teaching, Engagement and 
Research for Students 
$99,992  
                                  Subtotal     $548,539  
  
College of Information Science and Technology 
Computer 
Science 
Azad Azadmanesh William Mahoney  NRI Application of Mission Space 
Coverage to Increase Security 
Awareness at Nebraska System 
Campuses 
$99,982  
Computer 
Science 
Kiran Bastola  Gurudutt Pendyala UNMC Strategies to Prevent 
Methamphetamine Relapse 
$5,200  
Computer 
Science 
Raj Dasgupta Sanjukta Bhowmick 
Kenneth Kriz 
Dora Matache 
 NRI Wisdom-Sourcing: A Software tool 
for improved decision making and 
forecasting uncertain events using 
'wisdom of the crowds' 
$100,000  
Computer 
Science 
Mahadevan 
Subramaniam 
Parvathi Chundi 
Qiuming Zhu 
Eyal Margalit 
Wallace Thoreson 
Lee Johnson 
NRI Adaptive Retina Encoders Towards 
Vision Restoration 
$98,303  
Computer 
Science 
Victor Winter  Anita Sarma NRI Pandora: An Environment for 
Synthesizing Domain-Specific 
Software Analysis 
$50,000  
UNO FY 2012 Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) Submissions 
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Computer 
Science 
Qiuming Zhu  Dongming Peng UNL Multi-Domain Media Rendering: A 
Paradigm for Effective Systematic 
Removal of Secret Data to Prevent 
Malicious Information Sharing 
$0  
Computer 
Science 
Qiuming Zhu  Yaoqing (Lamar) 
Yang 
UNL Systems for Real-Time Monitoring 
and Early Detection of Bridge Scours 
Using Distributed Underwater 
Acoustic Sensor Networks 
$0  
SI2 Douglas Derrick Gerardus J de Vreede 
Roni Reiter-Palmon 
 NRI Improving Human-Agent 
Collaboration: Bridging Artificial 
Intelligence and Human-Computer 
Interactions 
$100,000  
SI2 Robin Gandhi William Mahoney 
Qiuming Zhu 
Yaoqing Yang NRI Cyberattack Forecasting $99,997  
     Subtotal $553,482  
NRI Research Project Submissions for FY 2012 Total $1,804, 180 
 
Major Research Instrumentation Proposals 
 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Biology Alan Kolok   NRI The Nebraska Watershed Network $1,200,000 
     Subtotal $1,200,000 
NRI Major Research Instrumentation Submissions for FY 2012 Total $1,200,000 
NRI RESEARCH AND INSTRUMENTATION PROPOSAL SUBMISSIONS FY 2012 TOTAL $3,004,180 
 
UNO FY2012 Internal Funding Program Awards 
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(FIRE/FRI) 
Faculty Mentor on Student 
Award (FUSE) 
Amount 
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Fund for Investing in the Research Enterprise (FIRE) 
FIRE AS BIOL Chase 
  
$15,500.00 
FIRE AS CHEM Zhong 
  
$20,000.00 
FIRE AS PSYC Reiter-Palmon Briggs, de Vreede 
 
$26,000.00 
FIRE ED HPER Huberty Coleman 
 
$29,715.00 
FIRE IST CS Bhowmick Chundi, Zhu, Gandhi, Rykov 
 
$24,627.00 
     
Total $115,842.00 
 
Faculty International Scholarship Seminar Series (FISS) 
FISS AS PSYC Santo 
  
$6,000.00 
FISS ED TED Edwards 
  
$4,722.00 
FISS ED SPED Nordness 
  
$4,517.00 
FISS ED HPER Slivka 
  
$5,819.00 
     
Total $21,058.00 
 
Faculty Research International (FRI) 
FRI AS ENGL Latchaw Bramlett, Maring  $10,300.00 
FRI AS FL Parnell Gascoigne  $9,380.00 
FRI CBA  ECON Co    $4,938.00 
FRI CCFAM  MUS Beard  Roland  $9,990.00 
FRI CPACS  PA Eikenberry    $4,025.00 
FRI ED HPER Stergiou    $5,000.00 
FRI ED SPED Delkamiller Swain, Leader-Janssen, 
Ritzman 
 $18,758.00 
FRI IST CS Dasgupta  Bhowmick  $10,000.00 
     Total $72,391.00 
 
Fund for Undergraduate Scholarly Experiences (FUSE) Faculty Mentor Award 
FUSE/Mentor UNL ENG AE   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Chase   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Davis   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Kolok   $1,000.00 
UNO FY2012 Internal Funding Program Awards 
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FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Lu   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Murch-Shafer   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Rauter   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Rowen   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Schoenbeck   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS BIOL Tapprich   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS CHEM Hagen   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS CHEM Richter-Egger   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor CCFAM COMM Lipschultz   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS ENGL Price   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS GEO Engelmann   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS GEO Shroder   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS GEO Shuster   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor ED HPER Stergiou   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS MATH Helikar   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS PSCI Petrow   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS PSYC Santo   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS PSYC Sollars   $1,000.00 
FUSE/Mentor AS PSYC Strasser   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor CCFAM THTR Lane   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor CCFAM THTR Williams   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor CPACS GERO Quinn   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor ED HPER Stergiou   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor ED TED Edwards   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor IST CIVE Bartelt-Hunt   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor IST CS Chundi   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor IST CS Guo   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor IST S12 Mahoney   $500.00 
FUSE/Mentor IST SI2 Parakh   $500.00 
     Total $21,000.00 
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Funds for Undergraduate Scholarly Experiences (FUSE) 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Brown  Rauter $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Casey  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Day  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Harrison  Kolok $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Hester  Tapprich $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Hochfelder  Chase $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Jezewski  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Kinkead  Rowen $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Lehn  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Madrahimov  Lu $2,300.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Panzarella  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Prusa  Tapprich $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Rangel  Kolok $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Sillman  Schoenbeck $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Spartz  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Steffen  Murch-Shafer $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS BIOL Timm  Rowen $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS CHEM Leas  Hagen $2,494.40 
FUSE/Student AS CHEM Morss  Richter-Egger $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS CHEM Tran  Hagen $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS ENGL Wilson  Price $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS GEO Burgett  Shroder $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS GEO Halligan  Shuster $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS GEO Vanosdall  Engelmann $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS MATH Allen  Helikar $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSCI Liken  Petrow $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSCI Miller  Petrow $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSYC Apa  Sollars $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSYC Fields  Strasser $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSYC Grassi  Santo $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student AS PSYC Mitra  Santo $2,000.00 
UNO FY2012 Internal Funding Program Awards 
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FUSE/Student AS PSYC Poe  Sollars $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student CCFAM COMM Peterson  Lipschultz $1,727.00 
FUSE/Student CCFAM THTR Hartman  Lane $2,480.00 
FUSE/Student CCFAM THTR Ryan  Williams $2,000.00 
FUSE/Student CPACS GERO Mahlangeni-Byndon  Quinn $1,550.00 
FUSE/Student ED HPER Korgan  Stergiou $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student ED HPER Renz  Stergiou $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student ED TED Hoechner  Edwards $2,250.00 
FUSE/Student IST BIOL Elgaray  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student IST BIOL Ready  Davis $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student IST CIVE Knapp  Bartelt-Hunt $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student IST CS Corbet  Chundi $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student IST CS Molini  Guo $2,200.00 
FUSE/Student IST SI2 Nelson  Mahoney $2,100.00 
FUSE/Student IST SI2 Shinn  Parakh $2,300.00 
FUSE/Student UNL AE Kirker  Erdogmus $2,500.00 
FUSE/Student UNL AE Reinke  Erdogmus $2,500.00 
     Total $112,901.40 
 
 
Graduate Research and Creative Activity (GRACA) 
GRACA AS BIOL Barton   $5,000.00  
GRACA AS BIOL Knight   $5,000.00  
GRACA AS BIOL Mount   $5,000.00  
GRACA AS ENGL Tangdall   $3,975.00  
GRACA AS ENGL Vnuk   $4,650.00  
GRACA AS PSYC Davis   $5,000.00  
GRACA AS PSYC Hullsiek   $4,000.00  
GRACA AS PSYC Kennel   $5,000.00  
GRACA AS PSYC Moody   $5,000.00  
GRACA CPACS PA Edwards   $4,706.60  
GRACA CPACS PA Song   $5,000.00  
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GRACA CPACS PA Xiao   $4,418.00  
GRACA ED COUN Doering   $4,975.00  
GRACA ED HPER Heesch   $4,585.00  
GRACA ED HPER Rand   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS Fuller   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS Jones   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS LeMay   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS Tucker   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS Verma   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST CS Srinivasan   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST ISQA Xiong   $5,000.00  
GRACA IST SI2 Padela   $5,000.00  
     Total $111,309.60  
 
University Committee on Research and Creative Activity (UCRCA) Faculty Awards 
UCRCA AS BIOL Lu   $4,500.00 
UCRCA AS ENGL Girten   $4,500.00 
UCRCA AS ENGL Robins   $1,916.00 
UCRCA AS MATH Baccouch   $4,500.00 
UCRCA AS MATH Elder   $4,500.00 
UCRCA AS PSCI Kilinc   $4,500.00 
UCRCA AS PSCI Petrow   $1,500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Kelley-Vance   $4,076.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Santo   $4,500.00 
UCRCA CCFAM ART Helm   $2,500.00 
UCRCA CCFAM ART Mazor   $4,500.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Beard   $1,000.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Roland   $895.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Roland   $1,000.00 
UCRCA CPACS CJUS Brennan   $4,500.00 
UCRCA CPACS CJUS Hughes   $5,000.00 
UCRCA AS SOC Gouveia   $4,474.00 
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UCRCA ED HPER Huberty   $4,500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Myers   $4,500.00 
UCRCA IST SI2 Parakh   $4,500.00 
     Total $71,861.00 
 
University Committee on Research and Creative Activity (UCRCA) Student Awards 
UCRCA AS BIOL Anton  Fawcett $500.00 
UCRCA AS BIOL Barton  Chase $500.00 
UCRCA AS BIOL Mount  McCarty $500.00 
UCRCA AS BIOL Rhodes  Wilson $500.00 
UCRCA AS BIOL Smith  Fawcett $500.00 
UCRCA AS BIOL Wills  McCarty $500.00 
UCRCA AS CHEM Zha  Zhong $420.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Kurebayashi  Ryan $400.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Phillips-Buttner  Strasser $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Plachter  Strasser $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Quick  Scherer $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Silknitter  Anderson $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Walzer  Ryan $400.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Weddington  Scherer $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Wessling  Ryan $500.00 
UCRCA AS PSYC Wittry  Anderson $500.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Durham  Roland $449.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Molin  Roland $449.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Schreier  Roland $449.00 
UCRCA CCFAM MUS Stinson  Roland $449.00 
UCRCA CCFAM THTR Stoysich  Williams $500.00 
UCRCA CPACS GERO Carlson  Holley $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Davidson  Stergiou $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Davidson  Stergiou $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Edgerton  Slivka $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Hasenkamp  Myers $500.00 
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UCRCA ED HPER Heckenbach  McGrath $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Korgan  Myers $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Rand  Myers $500.00 
UCRCA ED HPER Renz  Myers $500.00 
     Total $14,516.00 
    Total Internal Funding Awarded  $540,879.00 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
 Biology Paul Davis Matthew Christensen Undergraduate 
   Laura Espejel Undergraduate 
   David Grothen Undergraduate 
   Andrew Jezewski Undergraduate 
   Sushrut Kamerkar Undergraduate 
   Priyanwada Kulkarni Graduate: Masters 
   Joshua Larson Undergraduate 
   Sarah Lehn Undergraduate 
 Biology Alan Kolok Lindsey Knight Undergraduate 
 Biology Karen Murch-Shafer Scarlet Heim Undergraduate 
 Biology Donald Rowen Michelle Becker Undergraduate 
 Biology Richard Stasiak Adena Barela Undergraduate 
 Biology William Tapprich Erika Crawford Undergraduate 
   Amy Hester Undergraduate 
   Jerome Prusa Undergraduate 
   Nichole Rucker Undergraduate 
   Brooke Sullivan Undergraduate 
 Biology LaReesa Wolfenbarger Melissa Mount Graduate: Masters 
 Black Studies Peggy Jones Holly Wilson Undergraduate 
 Chemistry Alan Gift Jacob Hettenbaugh Undergraduate 
   Kevin Kawa Undergraduate 
 Chemistry Dana Richter-Egger Kimberly Morss Undergraduate 
 Chemistry Haizhen Zhong Mengyi Zha Undergraduate 
 English Frank Bramlett Andrea Dryden Graduate: Masters 
   John McWilliams Graduate: Masters 
   Mor Sheinbein Undergraduate     
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 English Kristin Girten Zach Jacobs Graduate: Masters 
 Foreign Languages Patrice Proulx Sara Behrens Undergraduate 
 Geography and Geology George Engelmann Jacob Anderson Undergraduate 
   David Vanosdall Undergraduate 
 Geography and Geology Harmon Maher Ben Bates Undergraduate 
   Christopher Sautter Undergraduate 
 Geography and Geology John Shroder Brian Tipton Undergraduate 
 Geography and Geology Robert Shuster Joseph Boro Undergraduate 
   Theresa Halligan Undergraduate 
 Mathematics Michael Matthews Brent Kelderman Undergraduate 
 Physics Wai-Ning Mei Benjamin Floyd Undergraduate 
   Chia Moua Undergraduate 
 Physics Renat Sabirianov Eric Clark Undergraduate 
   Benjamin Knutson Undergraduate 
   Amanda Ludes Undergraduate 
 Political Science Jonathan Benjamin-Alvarado Robert Kopp Undergraduate 
 Psychology Jessiline Anderson Madeline Brockette Undergraduate 
   Andrew Prine Undergraduate 
   Elizabeth Silknitter Undergraduate 
 Psychology Jeffrey French Kari Echtenkamp Undergraduate 
 Psychology Lisa Kelly-Vance Kayleta Adams Graduate: Masters 
   Samantha Bayer Graduate:  Masters 
   Julie Conner Graduate: Masters 
   Kristin Micek Graduate: Masters 
   Ashley Moeller Klug Graduate: Masters 
 Psychology Brian McKevitt Allison Nields Graduate: Masters 
 Psychology Roni Reiter-Palmon Nicholas Arreola Graduate: Doctoral 
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   Emiliano Grassi Undergraduate 
   Daniel Harris Graduate: Masters 
   Brad Hullsiek Graduate: Doctoral 
   Victoria Kennel Graduate: Masters 
   Sarah Nienhueser Graduate: Masters 
   Taylor Pizinger Undergraduate 
   Ben Wigert Graduate: Doctoral 
 Psychology Jonathan Santo Alycia Ahrens Graduate: Masters 
   Alexandra Kale Graduate: Masters 
   Annesha Mitra Undergraduate 
 Psychology Lisa Scherer Justin Barnes Undergraduate 
   Molly Bystrek Undergraduate 
   Alysha Collins Undergraduate 
   Eric Faurote Graduate: Doctoral 
   Abby Gardner Undergraduate 
   Clay Lane Undergraduate 
   Christine Quick Undergraduate 
   Stephanie Weddington Undergraduate 
 Psychology Jamie Simpson Brittney Meays Undergraduate 
 Psychology Suzanne Sollars Ismael Barajas Undergraduate 
   Levi Todd Undergraduate 
 Psychology Rosemary Strasser Christine Morrison Undergraduate 
   Alicia Phillips Buttner Graduate: Masters 
   Erica Plachter Graduate: Masters 
 Sociology and Anthropology Timi Barone Laura Hughes Undergraduate 
   Natalie McClellan Undergraduate 
 Sociology and Anthropology Thomas Sanchez Deibi Sibrian Undergraduate 
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College of Business Administration 
 Economics Catherine Co Safiatou Diallo Graduate: Masters 
   Michael Meduna Graduate: Masters 
 
    
     
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media 
 Communication Chin Chung Chao Pamm Killeen Graduate: Masters 
 Communication Barbara Pickering Scott Wike Graduate: Masters 
 Communication Randall Rose Jennifer Goodell Graduate: Masters 
 Music Kenton Bales Phillip Smith Undergraduate 
 Theatre Douglas Paterson Amy Schweid Undergraduate 
 
    
     
College of Education 
 Educational Administration and Supervision John Hill Elizabeth Mulkerrin Graduate: Doctoral 
 HPER Kris Berg Emily Callison Graduate: Masters 
   Molly Mieras Graduate: Masters 
   Colleen Snoza Graduate: Masters 
 HPER Jennifer Huberty Amanda Haarberg Graduate: Masters 
   Andrea Naughton Graduate: Masters 
   Katie Novicki Graduate: Masters 
   Alexandria Torres Graduate: Masters 
   Abbey Weddle Graduate: Masters 
   Scott Wissing Graduate: Masters 
 HPER Melanie McGrath Katherine Heckenbach Graduate: Masters 
   Samuel Wilkins Graduate: Masters 
 HPER Sara Myers Benjamin Bowder Undergraduate 
   Jon Carey Graduate: Masters 
   Ryan Hasenkamp Undergraduate 
   Troy Rand Graduate: Masters     
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 HPER John Noble Danielle Suponchick Undergraduate 
 HPER Ka-Chun Siu Chun-Kai Huang Graduate: Doctoral 
 HPER Dustin Slivka Matthew Heesch Graduate: Masters 
 HPER Nick Stergiou Jung Chien Graduate: Doctoral 
   Eric Cutler Graduate: Doctoral 
   Austin Davidson Undergraduate 
   Joshua Haworth Graduate: Doctoral 
   Nate Hunt Graduate: Masters 
   Whitney Korgan Undergraduate 
   Denise McGrath Post-Doctoral Fellow 
   Jessica Renz Undergraduate 
   Srikant Vallabhajosula Post-Doctoral Fellow 
   Shane Wurdeman Graduate: Doctoral 
   Jennifer Yentes Graduate: Doctoral 
 HPER Srikant Vallabhajosula Bryan Arnold Undergraduate 
 
     
College of Information Science and Technology 
 Computer Science Hesham Ali Kathryn Dempsey Graduate: Doctoral 
   Julie Warnke Undergraduate 
 Computer Science Azad Azadmanesh Mariam Rahmani Graduate: Doctoral 
   Ali Rezaeian Graduate: Masters 
 Computer Science Sanjukta Bhowmick Naresh Kumar Chinni Graduate: Masters 
   Sriram Srinivasan Graduate: Masters 
 ISQA Deepak Khazanchi Xiaodan Yu Graduate: Doctoral 
 ISQA Lotfollah Najjar Abhishek Tripathi Graduate: Doctoral 
 ISQA Sajda Qureshi Jie Xiong Graduate: Doctoral 
 ISQA Peter Wolcott Rhonda (RJ) Redden Graduate: Masters 
 SI2 Dhundy Bastola Jasjit Banwait Graduate: Doctoral     
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   Oliver Bonham-Carter Graduate: Doctoral 
 SI2 GJ deVreede Cuong Nguyen Graduate: Doctoral 
 SI2 Ann Fruhling Bettina Lechner Graduate: Masters 
   Jay Newstrom Undergraduate 
   Luke Pfeiffer Undergraduate 
   Prapunja Pokhrel Graduate: Masters 
   Alvin Tarrell Graduate: Doctoral 
 SI2 William Mahoney Sara Shinn Undergraduate 
 SI2 Abhishek Parakh Matthew Battey Graduate: Masters 
   Vinod Godavarty Graduate: Masters 
 
     
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
 Aviation David Byers Peter Bokelman Undergraduate 
   Brandon Denney Undergraduate 
 Public Administration John Bartle Can Chen Graduate: Doctoral 
 Public Administration Jay White Lora Frecks Graduate: Doctoral 
 Social Work Kerry Beldin Erika Jacobson Graduate: Masters 
 
    
     
University of Nebraska Medical Center    
 Anesthesiology  Myrna C. Newland Ankit Agrawal Undergraduate 
 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
   
 Civil Engineering Shannon Bartelt-Hunt Brian Schuele Undergraduate 
 
    
 
